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Abstract-The aim of this paper is to present a study on the representations of coordinate, momentum and dispersion operators in the 
framework of a phase space representation of quantum mechanics that we have introduced and studied in previous works. We begin in the 
introduction section with a recall about the concept of representation of operatorson wave function spaces. Then, we show that in the case 
of the phase space representation the coordinate and momentum operators can be represented either with differential operators or with 
matrices. The explicit expressions of both the differential operators and matrices representations are established.Multidimensional 
generalization of the obtained results areperformed and phase space representation of dispersion operators are given. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
   In our previous work [1] we have performed a study on a 
phase space representation of quantum theory.For the case of 
one dimensional quantum mechanics we have introduced a 
basis denoted { ȁ�݊,ܺ,ܲ,ࣶۄ�} of the state space to define this 
phase space representation [1],[2]. A vector basisȁ�݊,ܺ,ܲ,ࣶۄ� 
designates an eigenstate of operators called coordinate and 
momentum dispersion operators denoted ௫and : 
 

        ቐ௫ = ଵଶ [ሺି࢞ሻమሺࣵሻమ + ሺିሻమሺࣶሻమ ]ሺࣵሻଶ = ଵଶ [ሺି࢞ሻమሺࣵሻమ + ሺିሻమሺࣶሻమ ]ሺࣶሻଶ � ሺ1.1ሻ 
             ቊ௫ȁ�݊,ܺ,ܲ,ࣶۄ� = (2݊ + 1)ሺࣵሻଶȁ�݊,ܺ,ܲ,ࣶۄ�ȁ�݊,ܺ,ܲ,ࣶۄ� = (2݊ + 1)ሺࣶሻଶȁ�݊,ܺ,ܲ,ࣶۄ�� ሺ1.2ሻ 

        ࣶࣵ = ℏ2                                         (1.3) 

 In these expressions,࢞and are the coordinate and 
momentum operators [1],[2],[3].ܺ and ܲ are respectively the 
mean values of ࢞and in a state ȁ�݊,ܺ,ܲ,ࣶۄ� 
 
 

       ൜ܺ = ࣶܲۧ,ܲ,ܺ,ȁ݊࢞ȁࣶ,ܲ,ܺ,݊ۦ = �ࣶۧ,ܲ,ܺ,ȁ݊ȁࣶ,ܲ,ܺ,݊ۦ                      (1.4) 
 
 

and the eigenvalues  (2݊ + 1)ሺࣵሻଶ and (2݊ + 1)ሺࣶሻଶ of ௫  
and  are the coordinate and momentum statistical variance 
(statistical dispersion) for a state ȁ�݊,ܺ,ܲ,ࣶۄ� 
 
 

       ൜ሺ2݊ + 1ሻሺࣵሻଶ = ࢞ȁሺࣶ,ܲ,ܺ,݊ۦ − ܺሻଶȁ݊,ܺ,ܲ,ࣶۧሺ2݊ + 1ሻሺࣶሻଶ = )ȁࣶ,ܲ,ܺ,݊ۦ − ܲ)ଶȁ݊,ܺ,ܲ,ࣶ �ۧ (1.5) 

 
 

 
 
Let us denote  �ȁۄ�ݔ an eigenstate of the coordinate operator ࢞ 
and �ȁۄ�an eigenstate of the momentum operator . The basis {�ȁۄ�ݔ} and {�ȁۄ�}define respectively the coordinate and 
momentum representations.  
Let be the state space of the particle.For any element ȁ�߰ۄ�of 

 we have the decomposition[1],[4],[5],[6] 
 

          ȁ�߰ۄ�  = ȁ߰ݔۦۄݔ�ȁ �ۧ ݔ݀ = ሻݔሺ߰ �ȁ(1.6)               ݔ݀ۄ�ݔ 

                 = ȁ߰ۦۄ�ȁ �ۧ ݀ =  ෨߰ሺሻ �ȁ(1.7)               ݀ۄ� ߰ሺݔሻ = ሻȁ߰ۧ and ෨߰ሺݔۦ =  ȁ߰ۧ are the wave functionsۦ
corresponding to the state ȁ�߰ۄ� respectively in coordinate and 

momentum representation. We will denote ℰመand ℰሚ the wave 
function spaces i.e the sets of wave functions respectively in 

coordinate and momentum  representation ℰመ = {߰} and ℰሚ = { ෨߰}. 
 

Let  be a quantum observable of the particlei.e a 

hermitianlinear operatoron the space state [3],[7],[8],[9]. We 
may write 
�ۄȁ�߰   = නȁݔۦۄݔ�ȁȁ߰ �ۧ ݔ݀ = න[߰ሺݔሻ]�ȁۄ�ݔ  (1.8)          ݔ݀

           = නȁۦۄ�ȁȁ߰ �ۧ ݀ = න[෩ ෨߰ሺሻ]�ȁۄ�  (1.9)          ݀
 

 

The relations defining the concept of representations of the 
operator on wave functions spaces are 
 

ȁ߰ۧȁݔۦ                     =  ሻ                              (1.10)ݔ߰ሺ
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ȁ߰ۧȁۦ                    = ෩ ෨߰ሺሻ                               (1.11) 

In these expressions,is a linear operator over the wave 
functions space ℰመ (coordinate representation) and ෩ a linear 
operator over the wave functions space ℰሚ (momentum 
representation).So isthe representation of over ℰመ and ෩ its 
representation over ℰሚ. For the case of the coordinate and 
momentum operator ࢞and themselves, we have   
�ۄȁ�߰࢞           = නȁݔۦۄݔ�ȁ࢞ȁ߰ �ۧ ݔ݀ = න[߰ݔሺݔሻ] ȁ(1.12)          ݔ݀�ۄݔ� 

             = ȁ߰࢞ȁۦۄ�ȁ �ۧ ݀ = ℏ݅] డట෩ሺሻడ ]  (1.13)     ݀ۄ|�

 

�ۄȁ�߰      = ȁ߰ȁݔۦۄݔ�ȁ �ۧ ݔ݀ = ℏ݅−] డటሺ௫ሻడ௫ ]ȁۄݔ�� =                 (1.14)   ݔ݀ නȁۦۄ�ȁȁ߰ �ۧ ݀ = න[ ෨߰ሺሻ]  (1.15)           ݀ۄ|�

so 

  ቊ ෝ࢞ = ෝݔ = −݅ℏ డడ௫ � ൝࢞ = ݅ℏ డడ =  �        (1.16) 

 

we have for all the operator couplesሺ,࢞ሻ,  [12],[11],[10],[3](,࢞)  and (ෝ,ෝ࢞)
 ቐ[,࢞]ି = ݅ℏ[࢞ෝ,ෝ]ି = ݅ℏ[࢞,]ି = ݅ℏ �                                     (1.17) 

 

If we consider now the case of the phase space representation 
defined with the basis {�ȁ݊,ܺ,ܲ,ࣶ  following our previous ,{ۄ�
works [1],[2], we have for any state  ȁ�߰ۄ�of the particle and 
for any fixed value of ݊ 
 ȁ�߰ۄ�  = නȁ�݊,ܺ,ܲ,ࣶ݊ۦۄ,ܺ,ܲ,ࣶȁ߰ۧ� ℏߨ2ܲ݀ܺ݀  
 

      = (ࣶ,ܲ,ܺ)Øۄࣶ,ܲ,ܺ,ȁ�݊ � ௗௗଶగℏ          (1.18) 
 Øሺܺ,ܲ,ࣶሻ =  ȁ߰ۧ being the wave functionࣶ,ܲ,ܺ,݊ۦ

corresponding to the stateȁ�߰ۄ�. Let us denoteℰฎ the set of the Ø.   For any quantum observable of the particle, we may 

introduce the representation   ฎofover ℰฎ such as  
�ۄȁ�߰   = නȁ�݊,ܺ,ܲ,ࣶ݊ۦۄ,ܺ,ܲ,ࣶȁȁ߰ �ۧ ℏߨ2ܲ݀ܺ݀                          = න ࣶ,ܲ,ܺ,ȁ݊[ฎØሺܺ,ܲ,ࣶሻ]� ۄ� ℏߨ2ܲ݀ܺ݀     (1.19) 
ȁ߰ۧȁࣶ,ܲ,ܺ,݊ۦ  =  ฎØሺܺ,ܲ,ࣶሻ        (1.20)
 
 

In our work [1], we have also established that another 
possible expression for the decomposition of the state ȁ�߰ۄ� in 
the phase space representation is  
 
 ȁ�߰ۄ�  = �ȁ݊,ܺ,ܲ,ࣶ ȁࣶ߰ۧ,ܲ,ܺ,݊ۦۄ�  

         = �ȁ݊,ܺ,ܲ,ࣶ Øሺܺ,ܲ,ࣶሻ                (1.21)ۄ�  

 

So we may also define a matrix representation [] of an 
observable in the basis{�ȁ݊,ܺ,ܲ,ࣶ  ,{ۄ�
  = ܣ �ȁ݊,ܺ,ܲ,ࣶ ۄ� ȁ   (1.22)ࣶ,ܲ,ܺ,݉�ۦ � 

�ۄȁ�߰ = ܣ Øሺܺ,ܲ,ࣶሻ �ȁ݊,ܺ,ܲ,ࣶ (1.23) ۄ�  

 

withܣ the elements of the matrix [] 
ܣ  = ࣶ,ܲ,ܺ,ȁ݉� ȁ݉,ܺ,ܲ,ࣶۧ  (1.24)ȁࣶ,ܲ,ܺ,݊ۦ ۄ� = ܣ �ȁ݊,ܺ,ܲ,ࣶ  (1.25)   ۄ�

II. DIFFERENTIAL OPERATOR REPRESENTATION 
OF THECOORDINATE AND 
MOMENTUMOPERATORS  

 

Let ࢞ฎ and ฎ be the representations of the coordinate and 

momentum operators ࢞ and  over the phase space wave 

functions space  एฎ ݊ۦ,ܺ,ܲ,ࣶȁ࢞ȁ߰ۧ = ȁ߰ۧȁࣶ,ܲ,ܺ,݊ۦ ฎØሺܺ,ܲ,ࣶሻ                       (2.1)࢞ =  ฎØሺܺ,ܲ,ࣶሻ                      (2.2)

As in our work [2] we may also introduce the operators ࢞anddefined by the relations 

۔ە
࢞ۓ = −࢞ ܺξ2ࣵ =  − ܲξ2ࣶ �                 (2.3) 

and their representation ࢞ฎ andฎ overℰฎ ݊ۦ,ܺ,ܲ,ࣶȁ࢞ȁ߰ۧ = ȁ߰ۧȁࣶ,ܲ,ܺ,݊ۦ ฎØሺܺ,ܲ,ࣶሻ     (2.4)࢞ =  ฎØሺܺ,ܲ,ࣶሻ        (2.5)

۔ۖەۖ
ฎۓ = ฎ − ܲξ2ࣶ࢞ฎ = −ฎ࢞ ܺξ2ࣵ �     (2.6) 

In the work [2],we establish that for the operators  

۔ە
ିࢠۓ = 1ξ2 ሾ − ାࢠሿ࢞݅ = 1ξ2 ሾ + ⇔�ሿ࢞݅ ۔ە

ۓ = 1ξ2 ሾିࢠ + ࢞ାሿࢠ = ξ݅2 ሾିࢠ − �ାሿࢠ              (2.7) 

we have ቊ �ۄࣶ,ܲ,ܺ,ȁ�݊ିࢠ = ξ݊ȁ�݊ − �ۄࣶ,ܲ,ܺ,ାȁ�݊ࢠ�ۄࣶ,ܲ,ܺ,1 = ξ݊ + 1ȁ�݊ + (2.8)         �ۄࣶ,ܲ,ܺ,1 � 
 

so we can deduce  
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۔ە
�ۄࣶ,ܲ,ܺ,ȁ�݊ۓ = 1ξ2 [ξ݊ห�݊ − ۄࣶ,ܲ,ܺ,1 + ξ݊ + 1ȁ�݊ + 1,ܺ, [�ۄࣶ,ܲ �ۄࣶ,ܲ,ܺ,ȁ�݊࢞� = ξ݅2 [ξ݊ห�݊ − −ۄࣶ,ܲ,ܺ,1 ξ݊ + 1ȁ�݊ + [�ۄࣶ,ܲ,ܺ,1 �  (2.9)� 
ȁ߰ۧȁࣶ,ܲ,ܺ,݊ۦ  = = ฎØሺܺ,ܲ,ࣶሻ 1ξ2 [ξ݊݊ۦ− 1,ܺ,ܲ,ࣶȁ߰ۧ + ξ݊ + ݊ۦ1 + 1,ܺ,ܲ,ࣶȁ߰ۧ] 
= 1ξ2 ൣξ݊Øିଵሺܺ,ܲ,ࣶሻ + ξ݊ + 1Øାଵሺܺ,ܲ,ࣶሻ൧         (2.10) ݊ۦ,ܺ,ܲ,ࣶȁ࢞ȁ߰ۧ = = ฎØሺܺ,ܲ,ࣶሻ࢞ −݅ξ2 [ξ݊݊ۦ− 1,ܺ,ܲ,ࣶȁ߰ۧ − ξ݊ + ݊ۦ1 + 1,ܺ,ܲ,ࣶȁ߰ۧ] 
= −݅ξ2 ൣξ݊Øିଵሺܺ,ܲ,ࣶሻ − ξ݊ + 1Øାଵሺܺ,ܲ,ࣶሻ൧        (2.11) 

 
From the expressionofØ [1],[2] 
 Øሺܺ,ܲ,ࣶሻ = ȁࣶ߰ۧ,ܲ,ܺ,݊ۦ   = න݊ۦ,ܺ,ܲ,ࣶȁۧݔ =                        ݔȁ߰ۧ݀ݔۦ න߮∗ሺݔ,ܺ,ܲ,ࣶሻ ߰ሺݔሻ݀ݔ 

                    =  ࣵߨඥ2݊݊!ξ2(ξ2ࣵܺ−ݔ)݊ܪ ݁−ቀ2ࣵܺ−ݔ ቁ2−݅ܲ߰ݔሺݔሻ݀(2.12)         ݔ 

 
we can deduce  
ȁ߰ۧȁࣶ,ܲ,ܺ,݊ۦ  = = ฎØሺܺ,ܲ,ࣶሻ 1ξ2 [ξ݊Øିଵሺܺ,ܲ,ࣶሻ + ξ݊ + 1Øାଵሺܺ,ܲ,ࣶሻ] 

= [ℏࣶ (݅ℏ ߲߲ܲ − ܺ)]Øሺܺ,ܲ,ࣶሻ                    (2.13) 

ȁ߰ۧ࢞ȁࣶ,ܲ,ܺ,݊ۦ  = = ฎØሺܺ,ܲ,ࣶሻ࢞ ξ݅2 [ξ݊݊ۦ− 1,ܺ,ܲ,ࣶȁ߰ۧ− ξ݊ + ݊ۦ1 + 1,ܺ,ܲ,ࣶȁ߰ۧ] 
= [ℏࣵ (−݅ℏ ߲߲ܺ − ܲ))]Øሺܺ,ܲ,ࣶሻ                            (2.14) 

 

by identificationwe obtain 
 

൞ ฎ = ℏࣶ (݅ℏ ߲߲ܲ − ฎ࢞(ܺ = ℏࣵ (−݅ℏ ߲߲ܺ − ܲ)�                                (2.15) 

weverify that the commutation relation for ࢞ฎ and ฎ is 
ฎ࢞]  ି[ฎ, = ݅                                          (2.16) 

 

we also remark that more general expressions of࢞ฎ and ฎ wich 
satisfy this commutation relation is  
 

                 ቐ ฎ = ℏࣶ (݅ℏ డడ − ܺ) + ߚ డడ࢞ฎ = ℏࣵ (−݅ℏ డడ − ܲ) + ߙ డడ �               (2.17) 

 
in which ߚ and ߙ are constant numbers.  

Taking into account the relations 

۔ۖەۖ
ฎۓ = ฎ − ܲξ2ࣶ࢞ฎ = ฎ࢞ − ܺξ2ࣵ �  ⟺ ቊฎ = ξ2ࣶฎ+ ฎ࢞ܲ = ξ2ࣵ +ฎ࢞ ܺ�                           (2.18) 

we may deduce the expressions of ฎ and ࢞ฎ which satisfy the 

commutation relation[࢞ฎ ି[ฎ, = ݅ℏ :  
൞ ฎ = ξ2ℬℏ (݅ℏ ߲߲ܲ − ܺ) + ξ2ࣶߚ ߲߲ܺ + ฎ࢞ܲ = ξ2 ℏࣛ (−݅ℏ ߲߲ܺ − ܲ) + ξ2ࣵߙ ߲߲ܲ + ܺ         (2.19) � 

 
in which,as in [2],ℬ = ሺࣶሻଶand ࣛ = ሺࣵሻଶ and ߚ = ࣶࣵ  .ߙ

In particular for the caseߚ = 0and ߙ = 0,we obtain the 
evident relations 
 

                  ቐฎ = ξ2 ℬℏ (݅ℏ డడ − ܺ) + ฎݔ    ܲ = ξ2 ℏࣛ (−݅ℏ డడ − ܲ) + ܺ�                       (2.20) 

III.  MATRICES  REPRESENTATIONS OF  THE 
COORDINATE AND MOMENTUMOPERATORS   

 

In the first section, we have established that for an observable , we can also have a matrix representation [] in the basis {ȁ�݊ ܣ The expression of the element .{�ۄࣶ,ܲ,ܺ,  of []is given 

by ܣ =  ȁ݉,ܺ,ܲ,ࣶۧ                 (3.1)ȁࣶ,ܲ,ܺ,݊ۦ
 

We have obtained 
 

۔ە
�ۄࣶ,ܲ,ܺ,ȁ�݊ۓ = 1ξ2 [ξ݊ห�݊ − ۄࣶ,ܲ,ܺ,1 + ξ݊ + 1ȁ�݊ + [�ۄࣶ,ܲ,ܺ,1 �ۄࣶ,ܲ,ܺ,ȁ�݊࢞� = ξ݅2 [ξ݊ห�݊ − −ۄࣶ,ܲ,ܺ,1 ξ݊ + 1ȁ�݊ + [�ۄࣶ,ܲ,ܺ,1 � � (3.2) 

 

For the matrix representations [] and [࢞] of and , the 

elements  andݔ are 
  = =        ࣶۧ,ܲ,ܺ,ȁ݉ȁࣶ,ܲ,ܺ,݊ۦ 1ξ2 ൫ξ݉1݊−݉ߜ + ξ݉ + 1݊+݉ߜ1 ൯                                     (3.3) 

ݔ  = =        ࣶۧ,ܲ,ܺ,ȁ݉࢞ȁࣶ,ܲ,ܺ,݊ۦ ξ݅2 ൫ξ݉1݊−݉ߜ − ξ݉ + 1݊+݉ߜ1 ൯                                     (3.4) 
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Taking into account the relations  
࢞  = −࢞ ܺξ2ࣵ ⇒ ࢞ = ξ2ࣵ࢞ + ܺ 

 =  − ܲξ2ࣶ ⇒  = ξ2ࣶ + ܲ 

we can deduce for the elements andݔ of the matrices 

representations [] and [࢞] of and  ࢞ = ξ2ࣶ + =        ݊݉ߜܲ ࣶ൫ξ݉1݊−݉ߜ + ξ݉ + 1݊+݉ߜ1 ൯ + ݔ (3.5)                           ݊݉ߜܲ = ξ2ࣵݔ + =       ݊݉ߜܺ ݅ࣵ൫ξ݉1݊−݉ߜ − ξ݉ + 1݊+݉ߜ1 ൯ +  (3.6)                          ݊݉ߜܺ

We may verify that we have the relation ݔ −  ݔ = ݅ℏ(3.7)݈݉ߜ 

IV. MULTIDIMENSIONAL GENERALIZATION 

As in our previous works [1], [2], [6], we use in this section 

notations based on [4].  

For the multidimensional case, the commutation relation is 
ฎఓ]  , ି[ฎఔ࢞ = ݅ℏߟఓఔ                        (4.1) 

whereߟఓఔ are the components of the metric tensor on 
Minkowski space 
ఓఔߟ  = ቐ ߤ ݂݅ 1 = ߥ = ߤ ݂݅ 1−    0 = ߥ = ߤ ݂݅  1,2,30 ≠  �            ߥ
As in [2], we introduce the operators 
 

۔ۖەۖ
ࣆۓ = ξ2ℏ ࣵఓఘ(࣋ − ఘܲ )ࣆ࢞ = ξ2ℏ ఓࣶఘ(࣋࢞ − ఘܺ  )�⟺ ൝ࣆ = ξ2 ఓࣶఘ࣋ + ఘܲࣆ࢞ = ξ2ࣵఓఘ࣋࢞ + ఘܺ �       (4.2) 

 

in which ࣵఔఒ and ఓࣶఘ are the multidimensional generalization 

of ࣵ = ࣶ and ݔ߂ =  as defined in [2]. They satisfy the ߂

relation ࣵఘఔ ఓࣶఘ = ℏ2 ఓఔߜ                                         (4.3) 

 

 

whereߜఓఔ is the usual Kronecker 's symbol 
ఓఔߜ  = ൜1 ݂݅ ߤ = ߤ݂݅  0ߥ ≠  � ߥ
 

The commutation relation for the phase space 

representationฎఓ and ࢞ฎఔof ࣆand ࣇ࢞is  
 

ฎఓ] , ି[ฎఔ࢞ =  ఓఔ                        (4.4)ߟ݅
 

It may be verified that general expressions satisfying this 

relation are 

۔ە
ฎఓۓ = ఓࣶఘℏ (−݅ℏ ߲߲ܲఘ − ఘܺ) + ఓఘߚ ߲߲ܺఘ࢞ฎఔ = ࣵఔఒℏ (݅ℏ ߲߲ܺఒ − ఒܲ) + ఔఒߙ ߲߲ܲఒ         (4.5) � 

in which ߚఓఘ and ߙఔఒ are constant numbers. It may be chosen 

in particularߚఓ = 0 and ߙఓ = 0,  in that case 

۔ە
ฎఓۓ = ఓࣶఘℏ (−݅ℏ ߲߲ܲఘ − ఘܺ)  ࢞ฎఔ = ࣵఔఒℏ (݅ℏ ߲߲ܺఒ − ఒܲ)                                  (4.6) � 

And taking into account (4.2), we obtain for ฎఓand࢞ฎఔ : 

۔ە
ࣆฎۓ = ξ2ℬఓఙℏ (−݅ℏ ߲߲ܲఙ − ܺఙ) + ఓܲ࢞ฎࣆ = ξ2ࣛఓఒℏ (݅ℏ ߲߲ܺఒ − ఒܲ) + ఓܺ

�                (4.7) 

in which, as in [4],ℬఓఙ = ఓࣶఘ ఘࣶఙand ࣛఓఒ = ࣵఓఘࣵఘఒ.  

V. DISPERSION OPERATORS 
 

In our previous works [2], we have introduced the generators ℶࣇࣆା ,ℶିࣇࣆ  and ℶࣇࣆ× of the dispersion operators algebra: 
 

൞ℶࣇࣆା = ࣋ࣆ4ࣶ ࣇିࣆାℶࣅ࣋ℶࣅࣇࣶ = 4 ࣋ࣆࣶ ×ࣇࣆℶࣅି࣋ℶࣅࣇࣶ = 4द࣋ࣆ ×ࣅ࣋ℶࣅࣇࣶ �                                          (5.1) 

in which 

۔ۖەۖ
ାࣇࣆℶۓ = 14 ࣇࣆ) + ࣇିࣆℶ(ࣇ࢞ࣆ࢞ = 14 ࣇࣆ) − ×ࣇࣆℶ(ࣇ࢞ࣆ࢞ = 14 ࣇ࢞ࣆ) + (ࣆࣇ࢞

�                              (5.2) 

 
 

Then, we have in the phase space representation  
 
 

۔ۖەۖ
ାࣇࣆℶฎۓ = 14 ฎఓ) ฎఔ + ࣆฎ࢞ ିࣇࣆℶฎ(ࣇฎ࢞ = 14 ฎఓ) ฎఔ − ࣆฎ࢞ ×ࣇࣆℶฎ(ࣇฎ࢞ = 14 ฎఓ) ࣇฎ࢞ + ࣇฎ࢞ (ฎఓ

�                            (5.3) 

 
If we use the expression (4.5) of  ฎఓ  and  ࢞ฎఔ , we obtain 

ฎఓ  ฎఔ = ቈ ఓࣶఘℏ (−݅ℏ ߲߲ܲఘ − ఘܺ)  ఙℏࣇࣶ (−݅ℏ ߲߲ܲఙ − ܺఙ)൨ 
= ఓࣶఘ ఙℏଶࣇࣶ [−ℏଶ ߲߲ܲఘ ߲߲ܲఙ + ݅ℏ(ܺఙ ߲߲ܲఘ + ఘܺ ߲߲ܲఙ) + ఘܺܺఙ] 
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ࣆฎ࢞ ࣇฎ࢞ = ቈࣵࣆఒℏ (݅ℏ ߲߲ܺఒ − ఒܲ) ቈࣵఔఘℏ (݅ℏ ߲߲ܺఘ − ఘܲ) 
= ఒࣵఔఘℏଶࣆࣵ [−ℏଶ ߲߲ܺఒ ߲߲ܺఘ − ݅ℏ( ఘܲ ߲߲ܺఒ + ఒܲ ߲߲ܺఘ) + ఒܲ ఘܲ] 
ฎఓ  ࣇฎ࢞ = ቈ ఓࣶఘℏ (−݅ℏ ߲߲ܲఘ − ఘܺ) ቈࣵఔఒℏ (݅ℏ ߲߲ܺఒ − ఒܲ) = 

ఓࣶఘࣵఔఒℏଶ [ℏଶ ߲߲ܲఘ ߲߲ܺఒ + ݅ℏ(ߜఘఒ + ఒܲ ߲߲ܲఘ − ఘܺ ߲߲ܺఒ) + ఘܺ ఒܲ] 
ࣇฎ࢞  ฎఓ = ቈࣵఔఒℏ (݅ℏ ߲߲ܺఒ − ఒܲ) ቈ ఓࣶఘℏ (−݅ℏ ߲߲ܲఘ − ఘܺ) = 

ఓࣶఘࣵఔఒℏଶ [ℏଶ ߲߲ܺఒ ߲߲ܲఘ − ݅ℏ(ߜఘఒ + ఘܺ ߲߲ܺఒ − ఒܲ ߲߲ܲఘ) + ఒܲ ఘܺ] 
 

So we have  
 ℶฎࣇࣆା = 14 ฎఓ) ฎఔ + ࣆฎ࢞ (ࣇฎ࢞ = 14 { ఓࣶఘ ఒℏଶࣇࣶ [−ℏଶ ߲ଶ߲ܲఘ߲ܲఒ + ݅ℏ( ఒܺ ߲߲ܲఘ + ఘܺ ߲߲ܲఒ) + ఘܺ ఒܺ] 

ఘࣵఔఒℏଶࣆࣵ+ [−ℏଶ ߲ଶ߲ܺఘ߲ܺఒ − ݅ℏ( ఒܲ ߲߲ܺఘ + ఘܲ ߲߲ܺఒ) + ఘܲ ఒܲ]} 

ℶฎିࣇࣆ = 14 ฎఓ) ฎఔ − ࣆฎ࢞ (ࣇฎ࢞ = 14 { ఓࣶఘ ఒℏଶࣇࣶ [−ℏଶ ߲ଶ߲ܲఘ߲ܲఒ + ݅ℏ( ఒܺ ߲߲ܲఘ + ఘܺ ߲߲ܲఒ) + ఘܺ ఒܺ] 
ఘࣵఔఒℏଶࣆࣵ− [−ℏଶ ߲ଶ߲ܺఘ߲ܺఒ − ݅ℏ( ఒܲ ߲߲ܺఘ + ఘܲ ߲߲ܺఒ) + ఘܲ ఒܲ]} 

ℶฎࣇࣆ× = 14 ฎఓ) ࣇฎ࢞ + ࣇฎ࢞ (ฎఓ = 12 ఓࣶఘࣵఔఒℏଶ [ℏଶ ߲ଶ߲ܲఘ߲ܺఒ + ݅ℏ( ఒܲ ߲߲ܲఘ − ఘܺ ߲߲ܺఒ) + ఒܲ ఘܺ] 
 

Then, using the relation (5.1), we obtain 
 ℶฎࣇࣆା = ࢿࣆ4ࣶ ࣂࣇࣶ ℶฎࣂࢿା  

= ℬఓఘℬఔఒℏଶ [−ℏଶ ߲߲ܲఘ ߲߲ܲఒ + ݅ℏ( ఒܺ ߲߲ܲఘ + ఘܺ ߲߲ܲఒ) + ఘܺ ఒܺ] 
    + 14 [−ℏଶ ߲߲ܺఓ ߲߲ܺఔ + ݅ℏ( ఓܲ ߲߲ܺఔ + ఔܲ ߲߲ܺఓ) + ఓܲ ఔܲ] ℶฎିࣇࣆ = ࢿࣆ4ࣶ ࣂࣇࣶ ℶฎࣂିࢿ 

       = ℬഋഐℬഌഊℏమ [−ℏଶ డడഐ డడഊ + ݅ℏ( ఒܺ డడഐ + ఘܺ డడഊ) + ఘܺ ఒܺ] 
 

          − ଵସ [−ℏଶ డడഋ డడഌ + ݅ℏ( ఓܲ డడഌ + ఔܲ డడഋ) + ఓܲ ఔܲ] ℶฎࣇࣆ× = ࢿࣆ4ࣶ ࣂࣇࣶ ℶฎࣂࢿ×
 

  = ℬ࣋ࣆℏ [ℏଶ ߲ଶ߲ܲఘ߲ܺఔ + ݅ℏ( ఔܲ ߲߲ܲఘ − ఘܺ ߲߲ܺఔ) + ఔܲ ఘܺ]  
VI.  CONCLUSION 
 

    From our previous works [1],[2] we have shown in this 
paper that there are two possibilities for the representation of 
coordinate and momentum operators in the framework of the 
phase space representation. The first is a representation with 
differential operators and the second one is matrices 
representation.  
   

   These possibilities are linked with the fact that there are 
twoways to expand a state in the basis { ȁ�݊,ܺ,ܲ,ࣶۄ�}   as 
given in the relations (1.1)   and (1.2) . 
 

 

   The establishment of the expressions of the differential 
operator representations are performed in the section 2 and 
the matrices one in the section 3. The results are presented in 
(2.19), (3.5) and (3.6). 
 

    Multidimensional generalization of the differential 
operators representation of coordinate and momentum are 
established in the section 4 and the representations of 
dispersion operator are given in section 5. 
     

    As expected, the main results in this works are the 
establishment of the new representation of coordinate, 
momentum and dispersion operators which correspond to the 
phase space representation.      
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